Mold Classification Guide
Phillips-Medisize focuses on providing customers with every level of tooling needed for
the overall design and manufacturing of a product. This dedication helps achieve program
objectives on time and within budget.
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Choosing The Right Tooling Class

What Is The Right Tool Class For Your Development
Program?
Phillips-Medisize offers three tooling classes – 5, 6, and 7 – for
development purposes, as shown on the Phillips-Medisize Mold
Classification Chart. Three development tool offerings enable a selection
of tooling to meet the objectives of both your current development stage
and overall program goals.
All development tooling is not created equal. A well-conceived
development tooling strategy takes into consideration the complete cost
of tooling and piece parts for your entire product development cycle.
Phillips-Medisize works with you to create a successful developmental
tooling strategy for your application by asking key questions and
evaluating part geometry and material selection.
Each development program is unique, and therefore requires a
carefully chosen developmental tooling strategy. Partnering with PhillipsMedisize early in the product development cycle promotes collaboration
on a combined developmental and production tooling strategy. Choosing
the right tooling strategy will provide you the opportunity to optimize
overall program cost, manage risk, and ensure a smooth transition to
commercialized product.
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7 Questions For Tooling Strategy

The following questions were developed by Phillips-Medisize to
create a successful developmental tooling strategy.

What are the cosmetic (appearance) requirements for
the program?

What is the primary use for the parts?

Much like dimensional expectations, cosmetic requirements
drive the mold material and construction techniques. More
stringent cosmetic requirements increase cost and lead-time.

The primary part use has a direct impact on the tooling class
selection. For example, “fit and function” part needs may be well
suited to class 7 molds, while “clinical build” parts will most likely
be better suited to class 5 molds that can be validated.

What is the expected quantity of parts to be produced
over the life of the mold?
A mold material and tooling approach must be selected to
achieve program goals for tooling and piece part costs.

How closely do the part/tool designs need to replicate
the intended production process?
To put it another way, how much learning is required during
development to reduce risk in production launch? A class 5 mold
provides greater opportunity to solve problems during
development rather than production launch, than a class 7 mold.

What are the dimensional expectations for the
program?
Tighter tolerances require different mold materials and
construction techniques.

What are the first sample timing requirements after
approved CAD database is available? Are expediting
costs acceptable to meet timing needs?
100 percent CNC-cut geometry in a class 7 aluminum mold
provides the shortest lead-time and lowest cost, with trade-offs
in other areas. However, lead-time for all tool classes may be
reduced by expediting costs.

What is the most critical characteristic of the
program?
While quality, cost, and delivery are all important, an
understanding of the needs in each of these areas can help
achieve balance in your developmental tooling strategy. In
general, the greater the quality, appearance, and production
replication needs, the greater the tooling cost and timing. In
many cases, the additional cost and timing invested in a class 5
mold may be worthwhile to provide greater learning for
production, allow for more mold revisions, and produce a higher
quantity of parts at a lower piece part cost than would be
possible from a class 7 mold.
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The following Mold Classification chart is to be used as a guideline to closely align tooling
specifications with customers needs. If you have any questions, please contact your local PhillipsMedisize sales or engineering representative.
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